DEVON GREAT CONSOLS and WHEAL FANNY
Despite early morning rain and an increase in parking fees there was a good turn-out today, twentysix in total and each one keen to set off the minute the register was signed. A long downhill section
of the trail came first along a path lined with pines on our
left and broadleaf trees to the right with harts-tongue
ferns, hard ferns and bilberries growing below the trees.
Beneath our feet was a good path covered in inches of
leaf litter but although the rain had stopped, we were still
getting dripped on from above as we walked causing a few
umbrellas and hoods to remain raised.
In due course we reached Wheal Anna Maria which was
named after the Duchess of Bedford and was the third
mine to open on this site; here the group usually stands to
admire the view but today visibility was somewhat
limited. Nearby stood the former mine captain’s office which
nowadays displays information boards on its stone walls and a
few people wandered inside for a closer look before re-joining us
to walk past the disused arsenic calciners. Calciners were where
arsenic ore was once roasted causing the walls to become coated
with crude arsenic powder. This
was scraped off by men and boys
and refined into a fine, white flour,
99% pure arsenic. Even today,
many years after its closure,
although the site has been made
safe, it still contains warning signs. But sightseers should stick to the
path, not touch anything and ensure that any dogs running about do
not drink water from puddles, then all will be well.
There were many visitors here at the Tamar Trails at Gulworthy today and while a few were up in
the tree tops, others were enjoying a family bike ride or a walk in the woods. Those who chance
upon a ruined structure may not immediately think of the hardship or danger the former mines once
held but I bet most will have heard and plan to eat a pasty while in the area! It is even possible that
some tourists may know of the association the pasty has with miners, for those across the world
who may chance across this article online and are unaware of the connection, I will go into detail.
It is believed that the traditional Cornish Pasty contained meat and vegetables at one end and a
sweet filling at the other. The thick crimped crust along the side was never
meant to be eaten but still had a very important role to play, especially
if the miners came in contact with arsenic. This mineral is something
that would naturally be present on the miner’s fingers when they
ate their pasties. Consequently, the crust was used to hold the
pasty and then be thrown away for the ‘Knockers’.

These strange underground residents of Cornish and Devonshire mines are known by various names,
one of the most common being Knockers or Tommy-Knockers. Few have actually seen one however,
but they are reported to wear tiny versions of standard miner's garb. Knockers got the blame for
everything from stealing miners' unattended tools to stealing their food; the Knockers could be
helpful too when they lived up to their name by knocking on the walls of the tunnels with their tiny
picks, their knocking growing louder when miners came near a rich vein of ore or if there was an
impending mine collapse, however, whistling could offend them.
Continuing onward we headed towards Wheal Fanny
where the path was lined with straggly purple-coloured
ling heathers and cotoneasters bearing bright red
berries. Further on a toadstool looking like it had been
painted in various colours caught our attention as did a
rather unusual looking lichen with yellow fingers,
neither of which I have been able to identify. By now a
number of our raincoats had been removed and tied around our waists as Maggie
led us down the hill towards Wheal Fanny, while at the same time some welcome sunshine filtered
through the tree-tops casting shadows on the ground in front of us. Making our way towards the
picnic benches beside the large lake at
the bottom, it was time for a refreshing
break at the water’s edge.
Some of you may remember that Wheal
Fanny mine was named after the baby
daughter of Josiah Hitchin, the man
credited with encouraging the Duke of
Bedford to permit mining on his land all
those years ago. When work first began
at Wheal Fanny the copper lode was
struck just 5.5m below the surface.
Beneath our feet these days it is like a
subterranean labyrinth and apparently
some of the underground workings are truly cavernous, with shafts spreading out eastwards and
westwards. As our group stood about chatting or sat on the benches I began to wonder just how
much life those timber pit props still had left in them after nearly 200 years!
From here we retraced our steps back to Wheal Anna Maria and on around the far side of that
massive heap of waste which now resembles a kind of alien landscape compared to Devon’s usual
verdant landscape. Keeping the boundary to our left we followed Maggie as she led us back on the
home stretch but at some point our eyes were drawn westwards towards a lone chimney shrouded
in heavy mist. Even so, the resulting torrential rain still took us by surprise with its speed and
strength and raincoats were hastily brought back into use but when Pat attempted to raise her
umbrella yet again, it got caught on a bramble in the boundary hedge. As we stood beneath a tree
watching her un-tangle it our eyes strayed to the sheep in the field beyond as they ran for cover
beneath the far hedge…………...all except one individual who just stood alone in the middle of the
field staring at us as we hastily sped away.

